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ABSTRACT

Prepriming of handcharges in avalanche control provides a greater margin of safety
than the practice of control point arming. Prepriming allows minimum exposure
time for personnel, improved quality control, a greater margin of team safety and .
minimum closure ·time to the public. Low speed impact, such as may occur in a
skiing fall, results in potential for detonation only for unprotected or loose
detonators. Prepriming the explosives does not increase the hazard with respect to
impact, rather it protects the cap from impact which would otherwise cause the
cap to detonate. The probability of impact detonation of handcharges in fast
moving avalanches is negligible for either preprimed or unprimed explosives.

INTRODUCTION

Handcharges are hand thrown explosive charges, which are usually placed from
above the avalanche starting zone by workers traveling on skis. The typical
handcharge consists of a 1 kg high explosive, initiated by a safety fuse and
detonator.

Over the past three years the Canadian Avalanche Association (CAA) and the
Worker's Compensation Board of British Columbia (WCB) have been discussing
revision of explosive regulations for avalanche control operations. A key issue has
been whether handcharges should be pre-primed before going out in the terrain, as
is the traditional avalanche control industry practice, or whether the hand charges
should be primed on site at the last possible moment (control point arming), similar
to the standard practice in the general blasting industry.

The objectives of this paper are two fold: to summarize the results of the study
Sensitivity Testing of Handcharges in Avalanche Control; and to outline the risk
management considerations for handcharge avalanche control teams.

The CAA wishes to acknowledge the vital testing program undertaken by the
Canadian Centre for Mineral and Energy Technology (CANMET), Canadian

lCanadian Avalanche Association Explosives Committee, Box 2759, Revelstoke, B.C. VOE 2S0
2Cox, D., Craig, T., Wilson, D. and Mintz, K.J. Sensitivity Testing of Handcharges Used in
Avalanche Control, Canadian Explosives Research Laboratory, Exp 93-06 (CF), 1993.
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FIGURE 1 EXAMPLE HANDCHARGE CONFIGURATIONS
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Explosives Research Laboratory (CERL). The author also wishes to acknowledge
the assistance provided by Dr. Ron Perla in discussion of the testing criteria and
the assistance of Dr. Terry Matts (ICI) in discussion of the results. Financial
support for the sensitivity testing was provided by Energy Mines & Resources
Canada, Blackcomb Skiing Enterprises, the B.c. Ministry of Transportation &
Highways, Whistler Mountain, the Canadian Parks Service, Alberta Environmental
Protection (Kananaskis Country) and the membership of the CAA.

SENSITIVITY TESTING OF HANDCHARGES

During the summer of 1993 the CAA commissioned Energy Mines and Resources',
Canadian Explosives Research Laboratory to undertake a series of tests to assess
the sensitivity of the explosive materials and preprimed handcharges used in
avalanche control. The basic criteria were assessment of the risk of impact
detonation during a skiing fall, or if a worker were caught in an avalanche.

The maximum impact velocity of concern, that of a fast moving avalanche, was
identified as 50 mls (180 km/h or 112 mph). While it was recognized that striking
a hard object at that velocity would probably result in fatal injury, high velocity
impacts were studied to clearly identify the risk of premature detonation,
independent of other risk management considerations.

Preprimed handcharges and individual explosive products, including dynamite
(Dynamite L), cast primers (Sno-Det), emulsion explosives (Sno-Frac), detonators
(shunted cap fuse assemblies) and safety fuse, were tested for sensitivity. ICI
Explosives Ltd. and ETI Explosives Ltd. provided the materials used in testing.

• Dynamite is a mixture of nitroglycerine and inert base materials, which may
contain oxidizing agents to enhance the reaction. The strength varies with
the concentration of nitroglycerine. The charges are usually in heavy paper
wrappers which must be punched to create a capwell.

• Cast primers are cast explosive charges made up of TNT or Pentolite (a
TNT - PETN mix). A cast capwell is incorporated when the charge is
poured. A more sensitive compound may be present around the capwell,
to provide sensitivity to standard safety fuse blasting-caps.

• An emulsion explosive is a mixture of two non-dissolving liquids (a liquid
oxidizer and a liquid fuel), which when mixed with a sensitizer become an
explosive product capable of sustaining a detonation reaction. A plastic
capwell is incorporated during manufacture.
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The following passages are excerpted from the 1993 CERL study, Sensitivity
Testing ofHandcharges Used in Avalanche Control.

The explosives were tested at two temperatures, the ambient air temperature (18 
280 C) and -200 C. Cold temperature tests were done by cooling the explosives
in a freezer prior to testing.

Low Speed Impacts by Drop-Weight Testing

Impact tests, using a drop-weight tester with a maximum height of 3m, were used
to evaluate low speed impact such as may occur in a skiing fall. Explosive
samples were placed on a steel anvil and a 2 kg drop weight was instantaneously
released down a guide tube from above. The maximum attainable speed was 7.6
mls (27 km/h or 18 mph).

Detonation by drop-weight testing was observed only with unprotected detonators
(caps on the end offuse assemblies). The critical speed for initiating these safety
fuse detonators was found to be 7 mls (25 km/h or 16 mph). The detonator by
itself is therefore sensitive to low speed impacts. The tests also indicate it
becomes slightly more so at extremely low temperatures.

No low speed impact detonation was observed with safety fuse, cast primers,
emulsion cartridges or dynamite, either primed or unprimed. The drop weight
tests on primed cartridges suggest that the explosive in a primed charge, whether
it be cast booster, emulsion or dynamite, protects the detonator from impact,
which would otherwise cause it to detonate.

A trial on a thin layer of exposed dynamite produced a slight reaction (smoke)
suggesting that it is possible that it could have detonated at a speed of 10 mls.
Hence the dynamite composition should be considered impact sensitive if crushed
in a thin layer against a hard surface such as steel or perhaps rock. However, the
heavy paper wrapping around the dynamite offers protection against crushing
and thus the intact cartridge cannot be considered sensitive to low speed impacts.

\ ,.

High Speed Impacts by Launched Projectile Testing

To achieve higher velocities than possible by drop weights, a type of cannon was
used to fire at a fixed steel target. Shotshell cases filled with variable quantities
of smokeless powder were used to launch the projectiles at different velocities.
Both unprimed explosives and primed charges were tested. Safety fuse assemblies
could not be tested by themselves using this method.



Projectile impact test speeds ranged from 89 to 446 m/s for the emulsion
explosive, 67 to 233 m/s for the cast primer and 66 to 113 m/s for the dynamite.
Velocities higher than 50 m/s were applied to ensure positive results (i.e.
detonations) were attained, therefore allowing critical sensitivity thresholds to be
identified. .

The emulsion tests produced one detonation (at 167 m/s) out of 16 trials. The
fact that this event occurred on a primed, frozen cartridge suggests that this
condition is most hazardous. However, to prove that point on a proper statistical
basis would require many more trials. The frozen emulsion may be slightly more
sensitive than unfrozen because it can maintain its integrity better. Emulsions
under high accelerations tend to disintegrate, which may be considered somewhat
of a fail safe characteristic. Although it is presumed that the detonator was
initiated first and in tum initiated the emulsion, it is conceivable that the reverse
process occurred. In any case, it seems reasonable that the probability of
initiation at avalanche speeds «50 m/s) is very small.

The cast primers yielded only one detonation in 11 trials; unlike the emulsion,
this detonation (at 158 m/s) occurred unprimed. The TNT, being cast, absorbs
much of the impact energy without allowing it to reach the detonator, unlike the
emulsion which does not offer much resistance to impact. Like the emulsion, the
probability of the cast primer being initiated at speeds < 50 m/s appears to be
very small.

On the other hand, dynamite detonated in 9 of the 14 trials, which were carried
out at lower velocities than used for the cast primer and emulsion. The data
suggest that primed cartridges have about the same minimum speed requirements
for detonation as unprimed, i.e. the hazard is not increased by priming. The data
also suggest that frozen cartridges are slightly more sensitive than unfrozen.
However, the temperature dependence is not great, therefore, very careful work
would be required to prove this statement. It would appear that the minimum
speed required for initiation of dynamite is above the maximum that can be

. encountered in avalanches (50 m/s) and the probability of initiation is small at
that velocity.

Johansson and Persson3 have reported projectile impact tests using cylindrical
projectiles of 15 mm diameter and length onto samples of dynamite 25 to 30 mm
diameter and length. The critical value for detonation measured was 85-90 m/s
for both steel and aluminum projectiles. Although both projectile and target are

3Johansson, C.H. and Persson, P.A. Detonics of High Explosives, Academic Press, London,
1970, p. 109.
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much smaller than was used in the present study, the good agreement was
encouraging.

The emulsion and cast primer have wells for placement of the fuse assembly,
whereas the dynamite must be punched by hand to create a hole for the assembly.
At cold temperatures, dynamite becomes more difficult to punch. Punching the
dynamite cartridge at the point of usage is therefore not recommended. Any field
operation such as punching a hole potentially adds to the overall hazard; it is
always worthwhile from the safety point of view to have explosives products
engineered for the application. Hence the cast primer and emulsion offer that
additional safety feature besides being less impact sensitive than dynamite.

Conclusions of Sensitivity Testing

The conclusions of the Canadian Explosives Research Laboratory study can be
summarized as follows:

• Low speed impact tests resulted in detonation only in the case of unprotected
or loose detonators (critical speed 7 mls). The drop weight tests suggest that
the explosive, whether it be cast booster, emulsion or dynamite, protects the
detonator from impact, which would otherwise cause it to detonate.

• A statistical approach was used to estimate the probability of detonation
(primed or unprimed) at the maximum velocity of concern (50 mls): dynamite,
approximately 10-1°, for cast primers and emulsions both <10-15, Based on the
results in this study prepriming of the explosives does not increase the hazard
with respect to impact.

• From the viewpoint of impact at both low and high velocities, prepnmmg
cartridges does not appear to increase the hazard of the operation, provided
that the charges are prepared so that the cap fuse assembly is securely inserted
into the explosive cartridge.

RISK MANAGEMENT FOR HANDCHARGING IN ALPINE TERRAIN

Historical Precedent

Prepriming of handcharges has been used as standard procedure in the vast
majority of avalanche control handcharging in North America, since the 1950's. It
is conservatively estimated more than one million preprimed charges have been
applied in avalanche control, without one incident of premature detonation during
transport.



Prepriming of avalanche control handcharges is allowed in most North American
jurisdictions. This has been allowed in the interest of maximizing worker safety.

Terrain and Weather

Pre-priming allows the minimum exposure time to avalanche and terrain hazards,
therefore minimizing the hazard to workers. The risks of avalanches, steep slopes,
cornice fall, cliffs and icy slopes must be managed by using simple, efficient
procedures to minimize exposure.

The procedure of pre-priming results in decreased time exposed to the typically
severe weather conditions encountered during avalanche controL Increasing
exposure time, by priming out on the control route, could result in impaired
judgment and reduction of dexterity.

Quality Control & Explosives Safety

Priming while exposed to the elements and terrain can result in compromise of
quality and safety. Pre-priming of the charge, in the controlled environment of a
designated assembly building, allows the worker to focus his full attention on the
proper assembly of the handcharges. Fuse assemblies can also be brought to room
temperature, reducing the possibility of damage. Where dynamite is used,
punching of cold cartridges is avoided.

A designated explosives assembly building can be properly monitored and
inspected by both operations management and safety inspectors.

The traditional understanding of workers has been that the cap fuse assembly is the
most sensitive part of the explosive train. In pre-priming, the cap fuse assembly is
handled only once and then protected from impact by implantation in the charge.
If charges are primed on the control route, avalanche workers are repeatedly
handling the fuse assemblies. On a long avalanche control route these may be
handled 10-20 times, increasing the risk of accidental detonation, damage or loss.

Pull wire igniters are the common tool used to light safety fuse assemblies on
handcharges. These igniters must be placed on the fuse only at the control point,
where a worker is prepared to place the charge. When arming charges out on the
control route, it could be tempting to the worker to place the igniter on the fuse at
the point of assembly and then ski a short distance, with the charge in hand, to the
specific control point. This introduces the potential for an accident should
premature ignition of the igniter occur, resulting in detonation of the handcharge
while skiing to, or preparing at the actual control point.
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Safety Measures and Route Selection

Pre-priming of charges allows the team to apply the long established safety
measure of exposing only one member of the team at a time to the avalanche and
terrain hazards. Typically the workers maintain a 10-30 m spacing, allowing visual

. and voice contact, but ensuring that the safety backup is maintained.

Repeatedly bringing the team together to prime charges compromises the safety
backup. It also adds significant exposure time as the team must continually move
from assembly point, to control and safety backup positions rather than traveling
on independent lines on the control route.

. ",
Priming out on the. control route inevitably results in a' compromise of
mountaineering route selection. Given the need to repeatedly bring the team
together to assemble charges, workers are tempted to take shortcuts in route
selection.

Priming out on the control route, during the typically severe weather of an
avalanche control day, results in frequent handling' of safety fuse assemblies under
cold, windy conditions. In using this procedure, several workers have reported
problems in dropping. and potentially losing fuse assemblies or gloves in the wind
and deep snow. In contrast, a pre-primed charge is easily placed as required.

Efficiency of Safety Operations

Pre-priming allows workers to evenly divide loads of prepared charges between
the team members. When priming out on the control route one worker often
carries a heavy pack of explosives, while the other carries the caps. On long
control routes this often means a third worker is required, reducing personnel
available for other safety operations.

Pre-priming allows avalanche control to be completed quickly and efficiently,
. therefore minimizing the closure time during which the public must be kept away

from avalanche control operations. The increased time required for assembly out
on the control route results in increased public safety concerns.

CONCLUSIONS

The use of explosives in avalanche control is unique as compared to other
explosives applications, due to the hazards encountered in the mountaineering
environment Prepriming of handcharges improves the overall safety of the



operation by minimizing the hazard to workers from avalanches, terrain and the
severe weather conditions often encountered during avalanche control operations.

The results of the Canadian Explosives Research Laboratory study indicate that
pre-priming the explosives does not increase the hazard with respect to impact.
This conclusion was drawn with respect to low speed impacts which might be
observed in a skiing fall or the higher speed impacts which might be observed in an
avalanche (up to 50 mls). In low speed impact it is possible that unprotected or
loose caps will detonate, whereas in a preprimed charge the explosive protects the
cap from impact detonation. The study also identifies that the probability of
impact detonation of handcharges, either primed or unprimed, is negligible
(dynamite 10-10, cast primers & emulsions <10-15) at the maximum velocity of
concern, 50 mls.

We feel that the basic principle of simplicity in mountaineering should take
precedence in establishing procedures, given the- stability of pre-primed
handcharges as identified in the CERL study. We recommend that prepriming of
handcharges with safety fuse assemblies be recognized as an approved practice in
avalanche control operations. This recommendation does ll.Q.1 apply to other uses
of safety fuse blasting use, such as mining, nor does it apply to electric blasting.
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